ON SALE NOW 239 -

MAHALO—FOR YOUR PATIENCE!
My apologies for the slight delay with your
orders! Back at my desk after an amazing
holiday in Hawaii—fully charged and ready
for Spring and lots of new stam
AUSTRALIAN STATES
1. NEW SOUTH WALES 1850 ASC 1,
1d Red Sydney View, No Clouds has
a closed scissor cut at top near o
of postage and a minor thin…..$69.00

2. TASMANIA 1899 Pictorials set ASC 34-41 (8) a complete mint lightly hinged set, minor tone spot here and
there but priced so cheaply at……………………...$45.00

KANGAROOS

8. 10/- GREY AND PINK SG 136 CofA
watermark fine used…………...$129.00

9. £1 GREY SG 137 CofA watermark
fine used…………………………..$299.00

10. £1 CHESTNUT AND BRIGHT BLUE
SG 44a Third Watermark fine
used…………………..…………$1,699.00

11. £2 BLACK AND ROSE SG 138 fine
used, a beautiful stamp as shown
for……………………………….....$599.00

KGV
12. 1d BRIGHT RED BROWN G24
A
fine used example of this rare shade
with Dr. Scott Starling cert….$179.00

3. 1/2d to 5/- FIRST WATERMARK SG 1-13 cancelled to
order, some with original gum, lovely Dec 3 1913 postmarks, 1/- wmk inverted for……………………….. $399.00

4. 6d ULTRAMARINE SG 9, First
Wmk. in mint unhinged, minute aged
gum, nice centring ……..…$249.00
5. 2/- BROWN SG 013, First Watermark, perforated
large OS average used, not a bad looking stamp.$49.00
6. 5/- GREY AND YELLOW SG 13 First
Watermark CTO Dec 3, 13 cancel with
gum and hinged………………...$149.00

7. 5/- GREY AND YELLOW SG 135 Mint
lightly hinged, fresh original gum
for………………………………..$219.00

13. 1d CARMINE-ROSE G30 A superbly fresh Mint unhinged Die 2 BW
71V(1)i with Dr. Scott Starling certificate scarce Unhinged …........$549.00

14. 1D PINK G66 A lovely fresh mint
lightly hinged example of this scarce
shade with Michael Drury Certificate
………………………………..…....$499.00
15. 1d ROSINE G68 BW72l a fine mint
example with just the slightest suggestion of a hinge mark, with a Dr
Scott Starling Certificate for...$319.00

16. 1/4 GREENISH BLUE A cancelled
to order (no gum) small multiple perf.
14 BW 129Aw used superb stamp
lovely colour Cat. $300 Dr. Scott
Starling certificate.…………..$169.00

OTHER AUSTRALIA
17.1914 6d ENGRAVED KOOKA SG
19, Mint Unhinged superb stamp for a
mere…………………...……...$149.00

24.1975 18c WILDFLOWER SG 608a, missing
black in a perfect mint
unhinged
block
of
four………………$119.00

18.1927 CANBERRA BOOKET SB 22 in excellent
condtion, both panes superbly fresh, cheap at.. $109.00

COLLECTIONS

19.1928 6d KOOKA MINATURE SHEET SG 106a mint
very lightly hinged in side selvedge………………$129.00

20.1932 5/- BRIDGE SG 143
a perfect cancelled to order
example (no gum) fresh
bright & beautiful...$199.00

21. 5/- BRIDGE 1932 SG 143,
Mint very lightly hinged original gum with tiny tone spot on
o n e
p e r f o r a t i o n
for…………………….…$245.00
22.1966 DECIMAL NAVIAGATOR SPECIMEN SG 400/3S
a complete mint unhinged very fresh set for just..$59.00
23. VIETNAM BOOKLETS x 2 B128Ba 50c
(5c) Thornbill Australian Defence Forces
LeftSelvedge,5c
Q E11 book le tB128Baa, both in excellent fresh condition, seen at more than double this
(image greatly reduced) for the two just………….$79.00

25. GREAT BRITAIN 1840-1964 A lovely fine used collection housed on hagner pages which includes many
very scarce stamps as noted below— 3 x fine used examples of 1d Black SG 1 and 2, all with red maltese
cross cancels, not space fillers! 2d Blue Sg 5 and 6
both shades of this very scarce stamp again not spacefillers, SG 7, 12 fine used examples, SG 8 x 12 fine used
examples, SG 14 x 3 fine used, SG 17 and 19 fine used,
SG 36a fine used, SG 40 x 57 used examples, plated 1d
1858-79 assorted more than 125 different plates, not
the rare ones but a great start, SG 54 fine used although scissor cut has been neatly repaired and looks
amazing for this rare stamp Cat. £1000!, SG66 x 3, SG
68 x 3, SG 68 x 3, SG 72 x 3, SG 80 x 4, SG 90 x 1, SG118
on piece, SG 126 fine used, SG 178 x 4, SG 180 x 2, SG
183 x 2, AG 192-3-4-6 fine used, 1881-1900 Officials all
fine used 04, 068, 077, plus 10 others, SG 260, SG 315
and 316 x 2, 318 x 2 all good to fine used, SG 265 x 2
good used, SG 320 fine used, SG 400, 401, 402 good
used, SG 450-2 fine used, Booklets BC2 x 2 wmk invert.
BC3 nice and clean, SG 476-8c set mint complete some
unmounted mint, SG 509-12 mint set, SG 536-9 mint set,
QE2 on a mixture of mint plus fine used, some booklet
stamps invt. Wmks etc. Graphites SG 587-94 mint, commemoratives mint and used, not the phosphor issues.
This collection would be great for a collector wanting to
add to an existing GB collection or a new collector who
loves shades and beautiful quality stamps, even ideal
for a reseller once the items required are removed for a
primary collection. The Catalogue value is almost
£31,000 ($54,000 Aust) and none of the cheaper items
are even included in this figure. A bargain, seriously if
you love GB stamps this is for you………….....$4,299.00

*25. GREAT BRITAIN 1840-1964 A second lot of photo’s from this lovely collection… all reduced to fit space

26. GREAT BRITAIN 1840-2009 A four volume Davo
illustrated Hingeless collection with matching slipcases
in excellent condition (new for this period they cost
$1,400+) It does have a few early stamps including a
used 1d Black almost three margins, assorted other
items including almost £10,000 in Catalogue value
which does not include cut downs etc. includes a certificated SG 70 BPA mint unused part original gum which
is Cat. £1,350. Also noted all used SG 36a, 72, 92, 84,
97, 152, 156, 159, 162, 163,191, 194, 193, 178, 180,
260, 261, 414-7. The face value of the mint stamps included in this collection are £1,650+ (Aust. $2,850.00)
obviously not complete but very comprehensive for the
period, loads of used as well. These albums would love
to include the collection listed above (lot …) this one is
a steal at……………………………………………..$2,499.00
**If you would like both lots number 25 and 26, let me
know, and I will offer a special price - for both items!
COMMONWEALTH ITEMS

27. PNG 1952 SPECIMENS A lovely Mint
Unhinged pair of 10/Map and £1 Fisherman
overprinted Specimen,
very fresh and well
centred, reduced scan
just………………$89.00
28. PNG 1963 SPECIMENS
A 10/- Rabaul 13.5mm and
both £1 overprints, MUH
very fresh three reduced
scan…………….……..$99.00

29. ITALIAN COLLECTION ALLIED MILITARY GOVT. A
mostly used collection ZoneB –Jugoslavia, Fiume housed on KA-BE illustrated hingless pages, covering
the period. I noted Italian Zone SG 46 fu, Trieste SG 117 16 of 17 used, SG 65-76 11 of 12 used, SG 92 fu, SG
94-96 fu, SG 135-6 fu, SG 203-5 fu, Yugoslavia-Trieste
SG 1a mint and used £160, SG B7-13 mint, SG BD4
£425 mint, B14-23 mint, BD26-30 mint, B37-44 mint,
B49a and Bd54 £400 mint, MSB36a £325 mint,
MSB36Ba mint £825 imperf, MSB786 mint, Fiume SG
131-44 13 of 14 fu £165, plus many hundreds of other
items, a very interesting lot to sort out with more than
£4,500+ (Aust. $7,800+) in better items, a nice buy with
hundreds of loose uncatalogued items for, the scans
are reduced to fit this space……………….………$699.00

MYSTERY BOXES
We have lots of new stock just in, try a box today!

30. The large mystery box is ……………………. $139.00
31. The mega mystery box is ………..…………… $229.00
32. The supa-dupa-mega box is…………………...$499.00
If you want a box made up to another value, just ask!
For those who have never purchased a mystery box,
they can contain one-country collections; stamps from
lots of different countries, both old and modern and
mint and used; FDCs and commercial mails; stamps onand off- paper; duplicated stamps so you can check for
varieties; whole albums; stock-books full and empty;
catalogues. The list goes on and on, and no two boxes
are ever the same. They do come with a fun guarantee!

